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ABSTRACT
We present initial results from two projects studying the emerging
role of LLMs at a small, engineering-focused R1 university: (1) the
development of an LLM-based virtual teaching assistant; and (2) a
survey of all students at the university. Our virtual TA project sug-
gests that custom implementations of course-specific LLM agents
may be more desirable and effective for supporting student learning
than general-purpose conversational agents such as ChatGPT. Our
survey also provides evidence that despite some concerns about
LLMs like ChatGPT, 36.8% of students had tried them at least a few
times and 30.4% had already incorporated routine use into their aca-
demic pursuits. We provide a taxonomy of emergent LLM use cases,
and show that the more students use LLMs, the more they are per-
ceived as beneficial. We conclude by discussing implications of this
work for HRI and LLM-powered robots in engineering education.

CCS CONCEPTS
•Computer systems organization→Robotics; •Human-centered
computing → Human computer interaction (HCI).
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1 INTRODUCTION
The increasing accessibility of Large Language Models (LLMs)
presents engineering students with transformative opportunities
for learning and career development, offering a broad range of con-
tent generation capabilities outside traditional educational contexts.
While previous educational tools like interactive tutoring systems
(ITS) [2, 3, 10, 13] have catered to specific tasks within curated
learning experiences, the general-purpose nature of LLMs allows
for versatile and interactive content creation through natural lan-
guage prompts. Concerns and opportunities have arisen regarding
the potential impact of LLMs on traditional learning processes and
career development, prompting the need for collaborative efforts to
align AI development with modern pedagogical principles [5, 7, 9].

HRI has long considered prospective roles of social robots in edu-
cation. Social robots have garnered attention for their ability to im-
prove the educational experience, serving as tutors and peer learn-
ers, with the potential to become everyday educational tools [4, 11].
Importantly, their physical presence and interactive social capabil-
ities offer advantages over UI/UX-based learning platforms [12].
Integrating social robots into education presents significant chal-
lenges in AI and robotics [4], including the development of spe-
cialized content for robot-based learning and the achievement of
seamless social interaction, such as generating verbal responses.
LLMs could be integrated within educational robots to support con-
vincing natural language dialogues. However, researchers must first
develop a clear understanding of concomitant use cases, interaction
paradigms, educational settings, and opportunities v.s. risks.

During the Spring23 semester, we initiated two projects at our
university: (1) the development of an LLM-based virtual teaching
assistant (Sec. 2); and (2) a survey of all students that collected
baseline information on student usage of LLMs as well as opinions
and concerns on the role of LLMs in engineering education (Sec. 3).
In this paper, we briefly summarize preliminary insights from these
two projects. Although these data do not specifically investigate
robots, they provide invaluable context that is already influenc-
ing the education of roboticists and HRI researchers, as well as
engineering disciplines more broadly. We conclude by discussing
open questions these data suggest around the evolving nature of
integrating LLMs within embodied educational robots (Sec. 4).
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2 DEVELOPING AN LLM-BASED VIRTUAL TA
Design Process. During Spring23, our team experimented with

various prototype LLMs for academic use, including one trained on
all of the university’s URL domains and another that summarized
scientific literature, before settling on a virtual teaching assistant,
called “HiTA”, trained on course materials. This platform integrates
LLMs with Retrieval Augmented Generation (RAG) technology to
enhance the educational process by embedding educators within
the LLM-assisted learning loop. It is uniquely designed to leverage
the expertise of educators, allowing them to supervise AI interac-
tions with students and ensuring that the generated content aligns
with teaching goals and course materials. It features a multi-modal
prompt processing subsystem includingmodes for general inquiries,
homework assistance, and practice questions. Furthermore, HiTA
enables educators to customize the system by uploading course-
specific documents and setting guidelines for response generation,
ensuring that responses are pertinent and educationally relevant.
The web interface facilitates easy navigation for both students and
educators to promote an efficient and engaging learning experience.

Preliminary Insights. In its pilot deployment, HiTA was used by
6 instructors and 400 students across 4 courses during Spring23.
Students submitted over 14,000 questions. Feedback collected from
users highlighted HiTA’s utility, with a majority finding it helpful
and preferring it over existing AI tools like ChatGPT for educational
purposes. The comparison of student performances in courses be-
fore and after its introduction showed a positive impact on learning
efficacy. The pilot run suggests that LLM-assisted tutoring tools
have the potential to improve engineering education.

3 SURVEY OF ENGINEERING STUDENTS
Survey Methods. With ethics board approval, we surveyed all

students at our USA-based engineering-focused R1 university in
May 2023. Enrollments that semester included 6,938 students (5,350
undergraduate, 1,588 graduate). We received permission from the
provost to use two separate list-servs to directly email a recruitment
message to all undergraduate and graduate students. To encourage
honesty, students could take the survey anonymously without pro-
viding any contact or identifying information, or they could fill in
a separate form to opt-in to a drawing for one of four $25 e-gift
cards. 827 eligible students began the survey and 593 completed
it (72.3% completion rate). Our response rate (based on completed
responses) was 8.5% of the student body; this sample is statistically
representative of the university at a 98% confidence level with a 5%
margin of error. We computed descriptive statistics and statistical
tests and used directed content analysis [6] to inductively develop
codebooks to capture emergent themes from free response ques-
tions. Our codebooks include complete code definitions along with
data examples and are available at bit.ly/GenAICodebook.1

Survey Results. Only 32.8% of respondents had never tried LLMs;
36.8% had tried them at least once or twice; 30.4% used them regu-
larly or daily. Figure 1 shows all use cases coded through analysis of
1The Computer Science department is the second largest department on campus,
but received the largest overall number of participants. Therefore we performed a
preliminary analysis on the CS subset (𝑁 = 133 students), with a manuscript now
under review [1]. In this paper, we share preliminary insights from across the entire
university for the first time, with intent to publish a complete analysis soon.

Figure 1: Emergent Student Use Cases of LLMs.

an optional free response question (answered by 𝑁 = 344 students)
that asked how students were using LLM-based tools in classes, re-
search, or professional efforts. Exceedingly few students described
behaviors that appeared to be intentional cheating (i.e. “generating
complete answers”). Rather, students described a variety of use
cases that they claimed deepened learning (esp. “conceptual explo-
ration”), helped with coding (e.g., drafting, debugging, or explaining
code), or assisted with writing (e.g., collecting resources, improving
drafts, or generating new ideas).

Two required free response questions asked about the role of
LLMs in engineering education. We report percentages of under-
graduate/graduates as UG%/G%. 51%/53% believe that LLMs should
be conditionally permitted in engineering education; 28%/31% think
they should be generally permitted without restriction; 13%/12%
feel they should be banned or discouraged. 43%/46% are concerned
that LLMs may damage learning, while 25%/18% feel they can im-
prove learning. 25%/25% anticipate using LLMs in their future career
and 22%/21% believe they can improve efficiency. However students
also expressed concerns about misinformation (18%/28%), societal
issues (9%/12%), and job replacement (15%/12%). To cope with these
issues, 11%/13% felt that Generative AI should be incorporated in
engineering curricula, while a larger proportion (38%/44%) want to
be taught specific career-relevant uses of Generative AI.

Students provided Likert ratings of the benefit of LLMs to their
discipline on a scale of 1 (extremely damaging) to 10 (extremely ben-
eficial). Ratings had a mean value of 6.5 (𝑆𝐷 = 2.28) pointing toward
general optimism, albeit with differences across departments. Inter-
estingly, students who used LLMs more frequently were more likely
to rate the benefit of GenAI more highly (𝑝 < 0.0008) and to encour-
age its use in education (𝑝 < 0.002). Students who have not used
LLMs provided lower ratings of its benefits (𝑝 < 0.0001) and were
more likely to discourage use of LLMs in education (𝑝 < 0.0003).

4 DISCUSSION OF IMPLICATIONS FOR HRI
The use of GenAI, particularly LLM-based chatbots, in engineering
education is reminiscent of educational literature on ITS. Although
prior attempts to make ITS more sophisticated and conversational
did not always result in better student outcomes [8], the anecdotal
success and student acceptance of systems like “HiTA” suggest we

https://bit.ly/GenAICodebook
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should rethink these prior results. At the same time, the ease with
which GenAI enables creation of familiar conversational interfaces
is similar to the way that statistical language models largely sup-
planted algorithmic approaches to natural language processing. The
resulting outputs seemingly capture nuance and semantics more
readily than their expert system counterparts, but are also harder to
interpret and manage. How can the design of future human-LLM in-
teractions in education learn from findings from the HRI literature?
Do the same design principles and philosophies hold, given the
independent interactions students are already having with LLMs?

Our survey revealed that students readily embraced and adapted
LLMs for various learning purposes (Figure 1). This supports the
notion that embedding LLMs within educational robots might also
be accepted by students, esp. if they can offer personalized learning
experiences catered to individual needs and course content. By
providing real-time, context-aware assistance and feedback, such
robots could have the potential to overcome challenges identified
by prior HRI work [4] and contribute to long-term learning out-
comes. Envisioning robots not only as teachers but also as peer
companions capable of learning alongside students introduces a
novel approach to fostering camaraderie and collaborative learning,
possibly mitigating the sense of isolation often associated with tra-
ditional educational methods. However, substantial consideration
must be invested in determining the design of and access to such
robots. Should instructors program large humanoid robot(s) to be
available on campus in designated study rooms? Should students
purchase their own small robots or interactive virtual agents that
can be programmed into speakers (e.g., Alexa)? Should robots be
available for the same types of use cases that HiTA was built to
support, or that emerged organically following the release of Chat-
GPT, or are there more sophisticated paths ahead? For example,
many of the students in our sample used LLMs for coding or writing
assistance, but raw code or drafts of written documents are not
highly amenable to verbalization, whereas a use case like “concept
exploration” might be highly portable between a chat interface and
a robot. New types of prompting and fine-tuning will need to be
developed in order to embody LLMs in robots, so that they can
respond to student queries with appropriate, useful, and educa-
tional replies. In other words, future research should consider the
emergent adoption of LLMs as valuable context without necessarily
“overfitting” to these use cases.
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